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Freddie and Sebbie Stainless Steel Water Bottle
Upholds 100% Favorable Feedback on Amazon
Angela Jones April 18, 2016

Freddie and Sebbie's Stainless Steel Water Bottle shoots to the top of Amazon's
highest ranked items within its classification, after receiving scores of thirst
quenching reviews.

(Newswire.net -- April 18, 2016) Las Vegas, Nevada -- With nearly 60 4+ star consumer
ratings on the world's biggest online shopping platform, Freddie and Sebbie's latest
sports device keeps its 100% positive feedback score. Described on the Amazon
Marketplace as 'extremely strong', 'perfectly designed' and 'ideal for running, hiking, a
BBQ, yoga, basketball or even for a brand-new healthy diet', it's not a big surprise that
Nevada-based Freddie and Sebbie's latest item is performing so well within the sports

marketplace.

Speaking on behalf of the brand, business spokesman Neil Speight specified: "Our insulated water bottle is the perfect
addition for any lifestyle. Whether a strong bottle is required to keep up an active lifestyle, or as the ideal in-car
accessory for long vehicle trips, this water bottle is well suited to everyday life for individuals all over the nation. It's the
only insulated bottle we've tried that's completely resistant to falls, and the leak-proof cover is quite a blessing in
disguise!"

Speight went on to mention that, considering this stainless steel bottle has only been on the market for a couple of
months, the entire company was shocked that it had gotten such an influx of consumer feedback and high scores on
Amazon. "Everyone appears to be raving about it, and we could not be happier!" he concluded.

Made from ultra-high quality 18/8 stainless-steel, and featuring a useful Carabiner clip design, this bottle has actually
been commended by consumers up and down the United States. In one 5 star review, entitled 'Some of our stainless
steel water bottles have been as good as this one, however NONE are better,' D.B. states: "I have used quite a
number of Freddie and Sebbie products and to be honest, I have been incredibly delighted with all of them... They
quality items at very sensible rates... Quite a class act. This water bottle is no different. Highly recommended!"

More water bottle reviews, images and a detailed item description for this specific stainless steel water bottle can be
discovered on Freddie and Sebbie's exclusive Amazon Marketplace store. Their entire product range, including
lunch boxes, cool bags, waterproof blankets, and parenting accessories is offered to view on their website,
freddieandsebbie.com.

About Freddie and Sebbie™

Freddie and Sebbie Kids Line products are made to the highest standards in quality, safety, value for money and
reliability. We believe in giving the very best to both parent and child, by providing helpful family orientated accessories,
which are exclusively available on our Amazon Storefront.

Freddie and Sebbie™

Paradise Road
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126-950
United States
888 749 3576
support@freddieandsebbie.com
http://www.freddieandsebbie.com
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